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Reading free The new partridge dictionary of slang and
unconventional english Copy
booklist top of the list reference source the heir and successor to eric partridge s brilliant magnum opus the dictionary of slang and
unconventional english this two volume new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english is the definitive record of post wwii
slang containing over 60 000 entries this new edition of the authoritative work on slang details the slang and unconventional english of the
english speaking world since 1945 and through the first decade of the new millennium with the same thorough intense and lively
scholarship that characterized partridge s own work unique exciting and at times hilariously shocking key features include unprecedented
coverage of world english with equal prominence given to american and british english slang and entries included from australia new
zealand canada india south africa ireland and the caribbean emphasis on post world war ii slang and unconventional english published
sources given for each entry often including an early or significant example of the term s use in print hundreds of thousands of citations
from popular literature newspapers magazines movies and songs illustrating usage of the headwords dating information for each headword
in the tradition of partridge commentary on the term s origins and meaning new to this edition a new preface noting slang trends of the last
five years over 1 000 new entries from the us uk and australia new terms from the language of social networking many entries now revised
to include new dating new citations from written sources and new glosses the new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english
is a spectacular resource infused with humour and learning it s rude it s delightful and it s a prize for anyone with a love of language first
published in 2005 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company the concise new partridge dictionary of slang and
unconventional english presents all the slang terms from the new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english in a single
volume containing over 60 000 entries this concise new edition of the authoritative work details the slang and unconventional english of
from around the english speaking world since 1945 and through the first decade of the new millennium with the same thorough intense and
lively scholarship that characterized partridge s own work unique exciting and at times hilariously shocking key features include
unprecedented coverage of world english with equal prominence given to american and british english slang and entries included from
australia new zealand canada india south africa ireland and the caribbean emphasis on post world war ii slang and unconventional english
dating information for each headword in the tradition of partridge commentary on the term s origins and meaning new to this second
edition a new preface noting slang trends of the last eight years over 1 000 new entries from the us uk and australia reflecting important
developments in language and culture new terms from the language of social networking from a range of digital communities including
texting blogs facebook twitter and online forums many entries now revised to include new dating and new glosses ensuring maximum
accuracy of content the concise new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english is a spectacular resource infused with
humour and learning it s rude it s delightful and it s a prize for anyone with a love of language the heir and successor to eric partridge s
brilliant magnum opus the dictionary of slang and unconventional english this two volume new partridge dictionary of slang and
unconventional english is the definitive record of post wwii slang containing over 65 000 entries this new edition of the authoritative work
on slang details the slang and unconventional english of the english speaking world since 1945 and through the first decade of the new
millennium with the same thorough intense and lively scholarship that characterized partridge s own work unique exciting and at times
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hilariously shocking key features include unprecedented coverage of world english with equal prominence given to american and british
english slang and entries included from australia new zealand canada india south africa ireland and the caribbean emphasis on post world
war ii slang and unconventional english published sources given for each entry often including an early or significant example of the term s
use in print hundreds of thousands of citations from popular literature newspapers magazines movies and songs illustrating usage of the
headwords dating information for each headword in the tradition of partridge commentary on the term s origins and meaning new to this
edition a new preface noting slang trends of the last five years over 1 000 new entries from the us uk and australia many entries now
revised to include new dating new citations from written sources and new glosses the new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional
english is a spectacular resource infused with humour and learning it s rude it s delightful and it s a prize f reviews of the two volume new
partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english 2005 the king is dead long live the king the old partridge is not really dead it
remains the best record of british slang antedating 1945 now however the preferred source for information about english slang of the past
60 years is the new partridge james rettig booklist american library association most slang dictionaries are no better than momgrams or a
rub of the brush put together by shmegegges looking to make some moola the new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english
on the other hand is the wee babes ian sansom the guardian the concise new partridge presents for the first time all the slang terms from
the new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english in a single volume with over 60 000 entries from around the english
speaking world the concise gives you the language of beats hipsters teddy boys mods and rockers hippies pimps druggies whores punks
skinheads ravers surfers valley girls dudes pill popping truck drivers hackers rappers and more the concise new partridge is a spectacular
resource infused with humour and learning its rude its delightful and its a prize for anyone with a love of language 2006 new editorial
matter and selection tom dalzell and terry victor material taken from the dictionary of slang and unconventional english 8th edition first
published 1984 e partridge and p beale estates t p verso the definitive work on the subject this dictionary available again in its eighth
edition gives a full account of slang and unconventional english over four centuries and will entertain and inform all language lovers new
cover design all titles in the partridge collection now have the same style covers group shot of titles will be made available together with an
order form the first edition had life sales of over 19000 copies hardback the second edition sold out after selling 6000 copies hardback and
the paperback has sold nearly 5000 copies in 2 editions this collection will appeal to everyone who has ever wondered about the origin of
phrases like all part of life s rich pattern and long time no see it covers a wide range of catch phrases in current use in all parts of the
english speaking world most entries are drawn from the second edition of eric partridge s dictionary of catch phrases second edition edited
by paul beale but have been completely rewritten in the light of recent research and there are many additions catch phrases include close
your eyes and think of england have i got news for you refreshes the parts that other cannot reach some mothers do ave em you are awful
but i like you this etymological dictionary gives the origins of some 20 000 items from the modern english vocabulary discussing them in
groups that make clear the connections between words derived by a variety of routes from originally common stock as well as giving the
answers to questions about the derivation of individual words it is a fascinating book to browse through and includes extensive lists of
prefixes suffixes and elements used in the creation of new vocabulary rev ed of dictionary of slang and unconventional english by e
partridge 8th ed 1984 based upon partridge s famous volume but makes it fully relevant to the language of today from abdabs to zit from
pillock 14th century to couch potato 20th century from she ll be apples australia to the pits usa this new collection brings together some 5
000 contemporary slang expressions originating in all parts of the english speaking world it gives clear and concise definitions of each word
supplemented by examples of their use and information about where and when they came into being this entertaining reference work will
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be of use to students of english at all levels and a source of fascination to word lovers throughout the world first published in 1949 this
edition in 1968 this book is a dictionary of the past exploring the language of the criminal and near criminal worlds it includes entries from
australia new zealand canada and south africa as well as from britain and america and offers a fascinating and unique study of language
the book provides an invaluable insight into social history with the british vocabulary dating back to the 16th century and the american to
the late 18th century each entry comes complete with the approximate date of origin the etymology for each word and a note of the milieu
in which the expression arose first published in 1949 this edition in 1968 this book is a dictionary of the past exploring the language of the
criminal and near criminal worlds it includes entries from australia new zealand canada and south africa as well as from britain and
america and offers a fascinating and unique study of language the book provides an invaluable insight into social history with the british
vocabulary dating back to the 16th century and the american to the late 18th century each entry comes complete with the approximate
date of origin the etymology for each word and a note of the milieu in which the expression arose a catch phrase is a well known frequently
used phrase or saying that has caught on or become popular over along period of time it is often witty or philosophical and this dictionary
gathers together over 7 000 such phrases first published in 1942 this dictionary was designed to help civilians and members of h m forces
to make their way amid the jungle of wartime abbreviations the preface notes that newspaper readers sailors soldiers and airmen had to
thrust themselves like explorers into these abbreviations in search of truth or the execution of their martial duty and hence a dictionary was
necessary this book will be of interest to scholars of history and language as well as the more general interested reader first published in
1933 this book explores both contemporary and historical slang focusing on the characteristics and quirks of the english and american
languages as well as looking at commonly used slang there are sections that give the reader insight into more unusual areas such as
cockney slang slang in journalism and slang in commerce as well as slang used by sailors the law and the church the book will be of
interest to scholars and the general readers who take an interest in language entry includes attestations of the head word s or phrase s
usage usually in the form of a quotation annotation 2006 book news inc portland or booknews com this etymological dictionary gives the
origins of some 20 000 items from the modern english vocabulary discussing them in groups that make clear the connections between
words derived by a variety of routes from originally common stock as well as giving the answers to questions about the derivation of
individual words it is a fascinating book to browse through and includes extensive lists of prefixes suffixes and elements used in the
creation of new vocabulary the perfect stocking filler for anyone who imagines themselves flying a spitfire drop your visiting cards put
aside your beer lever stop being a half pint hero and discover the gloriously funny slang which was part of everyday life in two world wars
passion killers airwomen s service knickers whether twilights the lighter summer weight variety or black outs the navy blue winter weights
a wise directive has purposely made them as unromantic in colour and in design as a wise directive could imagine thanks to the work of
eric partridge in 1945 the hilarious slang of the royal air force during the first two world wars has been preserved for generations to come
while some phrases like chocks away have lasted to this day others deserve to be rediscovered beer lever from pub bars meaning the
joystick of an aircraft canteen cowboy a ladies man half pint hero a boaster one who exemplifies the virtue of dutch courage without having
the trouble of going into action tin fish a torpedo umbrella man a parachutist visiting card a bomb wheels down get ready especially to
leave a bus tram train from lowering the wheels preparatory to landing whistled in a state of intoxication wherein one tends to whistle
cheerfully and perhaps discordantly the dictionary of raf slang is a funny and fascinating insight into the lives of our raf heroes in a time
gone by originally published new york the macmillan company 1950 xv 804 pp reprint of the second edition thoroughly engrossing a
dictionary of the underworld offers definitions for such obscure terms and phrases as witch hazel man heroin addict eason to tell and budge
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a beak run away once in about every generation a book is published which dominates its field such a book is partridge s dictionary of the
underworld which is not only the first extensive work on the underworld to appear in the twentieth century but also the largest in the
english language it is truly a monumental work so monumental that scholars may well be disturbed by its aura of substantiality for it will
undoubtedly be cited and quoted or years to come david w maurer american speech vol 26 no 1 february 1951 38 one of the great
lexicographers of the twentieth century eric partridge 1894 1979 had a keen interest in slang and unconventional english he wrote over
forty books on the english language and compiled the dictionary of slang and unconventional english shakespeare s bawdy and a dictionary
of catch phrases he also wrote novels under the pseudonym corrie denison booklist top of the list reference source the heir and successor
to eric partridge s brilliant magnum opus the dictionary of slang and unconventional english this two volume new partridge dictionary of
slang and unconventional english is the definitive record of post wwii slang containing over 60 000 entries this new edition of the
authoritative work on slang details the slang and unconventional english of the english speaking world since 1945 and through the first
decade of the new millennium with the same thorough intense and lively scholarship that characterized partridge s own work unique
exciting and at times hilariously shocking key features include unprecedented coverage of world english with equal prominence given to
american and british english slang and entries included from australia new zealand canada india south africa ireland and the caribbean
emphasis on post world war ii slang and unconventional english published sources given for each entry often including an early or
significant example of the term s use in print hundreds of thousands of citations from popular literature newspapers magazines movies and
songs illustrating usage of the headwords dating information for each headword in the tradition of partridge commentary on the term s
origins and meaning new to this edition a new preface noting slang trends of the last five years over 1 000 new entries from the us uk and
australia new terms from the language of social networking many entries now revised to include new dating new citations from written
sources and new glosses the new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english is a spectacular resource infused with humour
and learning it s rude it s delightful and it s a prize for anyone with a love of language now for the first time this important reference is
available in paperback originally published in 1984 this dictionary was published posthumously but had been worked upon by partridge
until six weeks before his death as the last edition to feature original work by partridge himself its place in the history of the lexicography
of slang is assured drawn from the dictionary of slang and unconventional english with the emphasis on the expressions used or coined
before 1914 during the first world war the british soldiers were renowned for their chirpy songs and plucky sayings indeed nothing would
lift the spirits of the often exhausted and demoralized troops more than a hearty sing a long these cheery and at times ribald and satiric
songs and sayings have been collected together to give a fascinating insight into the more lighthearted side of trench life the songs include
marching tunes songs for billets and rude chants for when no commanding officer was present each song is accompanied by a short
passage that traces the origins of the melody and accounts for lyrical alternatives there is also a large glossary of soldiers slang words and
phrases revealing the tommies vocabulary in all its bawdiness the daily telegraph dictionary of tommies song and slang reveals the courage
gaiety and astringent cynicism with which men armed themselves against the horrors of trench warfare includes 16 pages of plates
illustrating the favorite comic cartoons recruiting posters and other arresting images from the great war an updated edition of a useful
entertaining guide to picking the right words and avoiding the wrong ones janet whitcut has revised eric partridge s popular reference to
reflect the language of well informed writers readers and speakers today the book also includes a section of vogue words those that have
acquired a new power and influence an indispensable reference copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved providing an alphabetical listing of
sexual language and locution in 16th and 17th century english this book draws especially on the more immediate literary modes the theatre
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broadside ballads newsbooks and pamphlets the aim is to assist the reader of shakespearean and stuart literature to identify metaphors and
elucidate meanings and more broadly to chart through illustrative quotation shifting and recurrent linguistic patterns linguistic habit is
closely bound up with the ideas and assumptions of a period and the figurative language of sexuality across this period is highly
illuminating of socio cultural change as well as linguistic development thus the entries offer as much to those concerned with social history
and the history of ideas as to the reader of shakespeare or dryden
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The New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English
2015-06-26

booklist top of the list reference source the heir and successor to eric partridge s brilliant magnum opus the dictionary of slang and
unconventional english this two volume new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english is the definitive record of post wwii
slang containing over 60 000 entries this new edition of the authoritative work on slang details the slang and unconventional english of the
english speaking world since 1945 and through the first decade of the new millennium with the same thorough intense and lively
scholarship that characterized partridge s own work unique exciting and at times hilariously shocking key features include unprecedented
coverage of world english with equal prominence given to american and british english slang and entries included from australia new
zealand canada india south africa ireland and the caribbean emphasis on post world war ii slang and unconventional english published
sources given for each entry often including an early or significant example of the term s use in print hundreds of thousands of citations
from popular literature newspapers magazines movies and songs illustrating usage of the headwords dating information for each headword
in the tradition of partridge commentary on the term s origins and meaning new to this edition a new preface noting slang trends of the last
five years over 1 000 new entries from the us uk and australia new terms from the language of social networking many entries now revised
to include new dating new citations from written sources and new glosses the new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english
is a spectacular resource infused with humour and learning it s rude it s delightful and it s a prize for anyone with a love of language

The New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English: A-I
2006

first published in 2005 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The Concise New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English
2014-11-27

the concise new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english presents all the slang terms from the new partridge dictionary of
slang and unconventional english in a single volume containing over 60 000 entries this concise new edition of the authoritative work
details the slang and unconventional english of from around the english speaking world since 1945 and through the first decade of the new
millennium with the same thorough intense and lively scholarship that characterized partridge s own work unique exciting and at times
hilariously shocking key features include unprecedented coverage of world english with equal prominence given to american and british
english slang and entries included from australia new zealand canada india south africa ireland and the caribbean emphasis on post world
war ii slang and unconventional english dating information for each headword in the tradition of partridge commentary on the term s
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origins and meaning new to this second edition a new preface noting slang trends of the last eight years over 1 000 new entries from the us
uk and australia reflecting important developments in language and culture new terms from the language of social networking from a
range of digital communities including texting blogs facebook twitter and online forums many entries now revised to include new dating
and new glosses ensuring maximum accuracy of content the concise new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english is a
spectacular resource infused with humour and learning it s rude it s delightful and it s a prize for anyone with a love of language

The New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English: J-Z
2013

the heir and successor to eric partridge s brilliant magnum opus the dictionary of slang and unconventional english this two volume new
partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english is the definitive record of post wwii slang containing over 65 000 entries this new
edition of the authoritative work on slang details the slang and unconventional english of the english speaking world since 1945 and
through the first decade of the new millennium with the same thorough intense and lively scholarship that characterized partridge s own
work unique exciting and at times hilariously shocking key features include unprecedented coverage of world english with equal
prominence given to american and british english slang and entries included from australia new zealand canada india south africa ireland
and the caribbean emphasis on post world war ii slang and unconventional english published sources given for each entry often including
an early or significant example of the term s use in print hundreds of thousands of citations from popular literature newspapers magazines
movies and songs illustrating usage of the headwords dating information for each headword in the tradition of partridge commentary on
the term s origins and meaning new to this edition a new preface noting slang trends of the last five years over 1 000 new entries from the
us uk and australia many entries now revised to include new dating new citations from written sources and new glosses the new partridge
dictionary of slang and unconventional english is a spectacular resource infused with humour and learning it s rude it s delightful and it s a
prize f

The Concise New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English
2007-12-01

reviews of the two volume new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english 2005 the king is dead long live the king the old
partridge is not really dead it remains the best record of british slang antedating 1945 now however the preferred source for information
about english slang of the past 60 years is the new partridge james rettig booklist american library association most slang dictionaries are
no better than momgrams or a rub of the brush put together by shmegegges looking to make some moola the new partridge dictionary of
slang and unconventional english on the other hand is the wee babes ian sansom the guardian the concise new partridge presents for the
first time all the slang terms from the new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english in a single volume with over 60 000
entries from around the english speaking world the concise gives you the language of beats hipsters teddy boys mods and rockers hippies
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pimps druggies whores punks skinheads ravers surfers valley girls dudes pill popping truck drivers hackers rappers and more the concise
new partridge is a spectacular resource infused with humour and learning its rude its delightful and its a prize for anyone with a love of
language

The new Partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional English. 2. J - Z
2013

2006 new editorial matter and selection tom dalzell and terry victor material taken from the dictionary of slang and unconventional english
8th edition first published 1984 e partridge and p beale estates t p verso

The New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English
2006

the definitive work on the subject this dictionary available again in its eighth edition gives a full account of slang and unconventional
english over four centuries and will entertain and inform all language lovers

A Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English
2006-05-02

new cover design all titles in the partridge collection now have the same style covers group shot of titles will be made available together
with an order form the first edition had life sales of over 19000 copies hardback the second edition sold out after selling 6000 copies
hardback and the paperback has sold nearly 5000 copies in 2 editions

A Concise Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English
1989

this collection will appeal to everyone who has ever wondered about the origin of phrases like all part of life s rich pattern and long time no
see it covers a wide range of catch phrases in current use in all parts of the english speaking world most entries are drawn from the second
edition of eric partridge s dictionary of catch phrases second edition edited by paul beale but have been completely rewritten in the light of
recent research and there are many additions catch phrases include close your eyes and think of england have i got news for you refreshes
the parts that other cannot reach some mothers do ave em you are awful but i like you
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A Concise Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English
1989

this etymological dictionary gives the origins of some 20 000 items from the modern english vocabulary discussing them in groups that
make clear the connections between words derived by a variety of routes from originally common stock as well as giving the answers to
questions about the derivation of individual words it is a fascinating book to browse through and includes extensive lists of prefixes suffixes
and elements used in the creation of new vocabulary

A Dictionary of Catch Phrases
2003-09-02

rev ed of dictionary of slang and unconventional english by e partridge 8th ed 1984

Shorter Dictionary of Catch Phrases
2003-09-02

based upon partridge s famous volume but makes it fully relevant to the language of today

Origins
2006-05-23

from abdabs to zit from pillock 14th century to couch potato 20th century from she ll be apples australia to the pits usa this new collection
brings together some 5 000 contemporary slang expressions originating in all parts of the english speaking world it gives clear and concise
definitions of each word supplemented by examples of their use and information about where and when they came into being this
entertaining reference work will be of use to students of english at all levels and a source of fascination to word lovers throughout the
world

The Routledge Dictionary of Modern American Slang and Unconventional English
2009
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first published in 1949 this edition in 1968 this book is a dictionary of the past exploring the language of the criminal and near criminal
worlds it includes entries from australia new zealand canada and south africa as well as from britain and america and offers a fascinating
and unique study of language the book provides an invaluable insight into social history with the british vocabulary dating back to the 16th
century and the american to the late 18th century each entry comes complete with the approximate date of origin the etymology for each
word and a note of the milieu in which the expression arose

A Concise Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English
1989

first published in 1949 this edition in 1968 this book is a dictionary of the past exploring the language of the criminal and near criminal
worlds it includes entries from australia new zealand canada and south africa as well as from britain and america and offers a fascinating
and unique study of language the book provides an invaluable insight into social history with the british vocabulary dating back to the 16th
century and the american to the late 18th century each entry comes complete with the approximate date of origin the etymology for each
word and a note of the milieu in which the expression arose

Shorter Slang Dictionary
2003-09-02

a catch phrase is a well known frequently used phrase or saying that has caught on or become popular over along period of time it is often
witty or philosophical and this dictionary gathers together over 7 000 such phrases

A Dictionary of the Underworld
2015-06-12

first published in 1942 this dictionary was designed to help civilians and members of h m forces to make their way amid the jungle of
wartime abbreviations the preface notes that newspaper readers sailors soldiers and airmen had to thrust themselves like explorers into
these abbreviations in search of truth or the execution of their martial duty and hence a dictionary was necessary this book will be of
interest to scholars of history and language as well as the more general interested reader
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A Dictionary of the Underworld (Routledge Revivals)
2017-02-13

first published in 1933 this book explores both contemporary and historical slang focusing on the characteristics and quirks of the english
and american languages as well as looking at commonly used slang there are sections that give the reader insight into more unusual areas
such as cockney slang slang in journalism and slang in commerce as well as slang used by sailors the law and the church the book will be of
interest to scholars and the general readers who take an interest in language

Dictionary of Catch Phrases
1992-01-01

entry includes attestations of the head word s or phrase s usage usually in the form of a quotation annotation 2006 book news inc portland
or booknews com

A Dictionary of Abbreviations
2015-04-17

this etymological dictionary gives the origins of some 20 000 items from the modern english vocabulary discussing them in groups that
make clear the connections between words derived by a variety of routes from originally common stock as well as giving the answers to
questions about the derivation of individual words it is a fascinating book to browse through and includes extensive lists of prefixes suffixes
and elements used in the creation of new vocabulary

Slang
2015-04-17

the perfect stocking filler for anyone who imagines themselves flying a spitfire drop your visiting cards put aside your beer lever stop being
a half pint hero and discover the gloriously funny slang which was part of everyday life in two world wars passion killers airwomen s service
knickers whether twilights the lighter summer weight variety or black outs the navy blue winter weights a wise directive has purposely
made them as unromantic in colour and in design as a wise directive could imagine thanks to the work of eric partridge in 1945 the
hilarious slang of the royal air force during the first two world wars has been preserved for generations to come while some phrases like
chocks away have lasted to this day others deserve to be rediscovered beer lever from pub bars meaning the joystick of an aircraft canteen
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cowboy a ladies man half pint hero a boaster one who exemplifies the virtue of dutch courage without having the trouble of going into
action tin fish a torpedo umbrella man a parachutist visiting card a bomb wheels down get ready especially to leave a bus tram train from
lowering the wheels preparatory to landing whistled in a state of intoxication wherein one tends to whistle cheerfully and perhaps
discordantly the dictionary of raf slang is a funny and fascinating insight into the lives of our raf heroes in a time gone by

The New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English: J-Z
2006

originally published new york the macmillan company 1950 xv 804 pp reprint of the second edition thoroughly engrossing a dictionary of
the underworld offers definitions for such obscure terms and phrases as witch hazel man heroin addict eason to tell and budge a beak run
away once in about every generation a book is published which dominates its field such a book is partridge s dictionary of the underworld
which is not only the first extensive work on the underworld to appear in the twentieth century but also the largest in the english language
it is truly a monumental work so monumental that scholars may well be disturbed by its aura of substantiality for it will undoubtedly be
cited and quoted or years to come david w maurer american speech vol 26 no 1 february 1951 38 one of the great lexicographers of the
twentieth century eric partridge 1894 1979 had a keen interest in slang and unconventional english he wrote over forty books on the
english language and compiled the dictionary of slang and unconventional english shakespeare s bawdy and a dictionary of catch phrases
he also wrote novels under the pseudonym corrie denison

Eric Partridge in His Own Words
1980

booklist top of the list reference source the heir and successor to eric partridge s brilliant magnum opus the dictionary of slang and
unconventional english this two volume new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english is the definitive record of post wwii
slang containing over 60 000 entries this new edition of the authoritative work on slang details the slang and unconventional english of the
english speaking world since 1945 and through the first decade of the new millennium with the same thorough intense and lively
scholarship that characterized partridge s own work unique exciting and at times hilariously shocking key features include unprecedented
coverage of world english with equal prominence given to american and british english slang and entries included from australia new
zealand canada india south africa ireland and the caribbean emphasis on post world war ii slang and unconventional english published
sources given for each entry often including an early or significant example of the term s use in print hundreds of thousands of citations
from popular literature newspapers magazines movies and songs illustrating usage of the headwords dating information for each headword
in the tradition of partridge commentary on the term s origins and meaning new to this edition a new preface noting slang trends of the last
five years over 1 000 new entries from the us uk and australia new terms from the language of social networking many entries now revised
to include new dating new citations from written sources and new glosses the new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english
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is a spectacular resource infused with humour and learning it s rude it s delightful and it s a prize for anyone with a love of language

Origins
1966

now for the first time this important reference is available in paperback originally published in 1984 this dictionary was published
posthumously but had been worked upon by partridge until six weeks before his death as the last edition to feature original work by
partridge himself its place in the history of the lexicography of slang is assured

A Charm of Words
1960

drawn from the dictionary of slang and unconventional english with the emphasis on the expressions used or coined before 1914

A Dictionary of RAF Slang
2017-08-22

during the first world war the british soldiers were renowned for their chirpy songs and plucky sayings indeed nothing would lift the spirits
of the often exhausted and demoralized troops more than a hearty sing a long these cheery and at times ribald and satiric songs and
sayings have been collected together to give a fascinating insight into the more lighthearted side of trench life the songs include marching
tunes songs for billets and rude chants for when no commanding officer was present each song is accompanied by a short passage that
traces the origins of the melody and accounts for lyrical alternatives there is also a large glossary of soldiers slang words and phrases
revealing the tommies vocabulary in all its bawdiness the daily telegraph dictionary of tommies song and slang reveals the courage gaiety
and astringent cynicism with which men armed themselves against the horrors of trench warfare includes 16 pages of plates illustrating the
favorite comic cartoons recruiting posters and other arresting images from the great war

A Dictionary of the Underworld
2013-07

an updated edition of a useful entertaining guide to picking the right words and avoiding the wrong ones janet whitcut has revised eric
partridge s popular reference to reflect the language of well informed writers readers and speakers today the book also includes a section
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of vogue words those that have acquired a new power and influence an indispensable reference copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

The New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English
2015-06-26

providing an alphabetical listing of sexual language and locution in 16th and 17th century english this book draws especially on the more
immediate literary modes the theatre broadside ballads newsbooks and pamphlets the aim is to assist the reader of shakespearean and
stuart literature to identify metaphors and elucidate meanings and more broadly to chart through illustrative quotation shifting and
recurrent linguistic patterns linguistic habit is closely bound up with the ideas and assumptions of a period and the figurative language of
sexuality across this period is highly illuminating of socio cultural change as well as linguistic development thus the entries offer as much
to those concerned with social history and the history of ideas as to the reader of shakespeare or dryden

A Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English
2002

A Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English
1963

A Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English
1982

The Routledge Dictionary of Historical Slang
2003-09-02
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A Dictionary of Catch Phrases, American and British, from the Sixteenth Century to
the Present Day
1992

The Daily Telegraph Dictionary of Tommies' Song and Slang, 1914-18
2008

The Universal Dictionary of the English Language
1978-01-01

A Dictionary of the Underworld
1949

Usage and Abusage
1973

A Dictionary of Sexual Language and Imagery in Shakespearean and Stuart
Literature
2001-09-13
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A Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English
1961

A Concise Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English
1991
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